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24 . Io ·INTRODUCTION 
GUIDELINES  FOR  A COMMUNITY  LABOUR 
MA.lucEr"POLICY 
1.  At  i t.s  meeting on  28  October 1977  and at the "time  of the review 
of the European Social Fund;  the Council .instructed the Commission to 
undertake  a  study on  the need /for establishing guidelines ·for a  Community 
Jabour market  polio~ which  could,· inter-alia,  serve as a  basis for action 
by the European Social Fundo 
The  accompli~hment of this task has been  broa~ly prepared by the 
discussions in the  Standing Committee  on  Employment  on.22 May  and 9  October 
1979  on the  misma·tch  between the·  supply of and demand for· labour and by  · 
the  conclusions  of the Presidency,  which,  although·recognising the unde-. 
niable but  limited role of mismatch in current unemployment,  emphasised 
the- importance  of an active labour market policy and the interest in 
str·f:mgthening. the· Community  dimension.,  · 
2..  The _purpose. of the: present paper is _to  mea~ the· recp.1.ests  of the  . 
Council  and the Standing Committee  on Employment  ..  The  guidelines put forward 
in respect·  of· "Comnnmi ty labour market  policy?o' incorporate the lessons 
learned from  the past  ..  They also take  account  of the principal data .that· 
will  prob~bly character-ise the economic  and"social climate in the  Community 
in coming years: poor growth of  employment,  inevitable structural adaptation 
and the  enlargement  of the Community  .. 
3o  _  . This  T.2,EO,Ft  deals  BOl~,.ly with  "labOUt:..,~r~ policl!!, namely,  the 
policy designed essentially to facilita·te  adjustments,  both  in time  and 
space,  on t,he ·labour market  o 
Four  functions are traditionally attributed to it.· The  cent:ral  functiolJ. 
is that  of placement,  that is the active mediation b~tween j9b offers by 
firms,  and  job demands by workers  •.  To  accomplish this task,  three other 
functions, a.re  necessary::  knowledge  of  t"he  labour market  (statistics  v  Eitudies 
and  forecasts)~- ~ids to geographic mobility,  promotion  o~ vocational·  . 
mobility by vocational  gll.id.anc·e  and training. Exceptionally9  and in the 
event  of particularly serious regional  sectoral  or categorial  di~ficulties, 
employment  subsidies and aids to direct  job creation also constitute· part 
. of its. attribute.s  ..  All these actions may  be  incorporated in measures  of 
general application,  and also measures  aimed at certain regions·, -sectors 
or. categories..  .·  _ 
, I 
' .  -· - 2  --
_  The  importance_of the  ro~e of labour market  pol~cy was  already, 
-stressed in the· Commission_ document_ suomi  tted on  22 May 1979  and  - _- --
9 October 1979  to the  Standing Committee_on Employment  (s~(79)' 634  final)o 
'  '  -
In-·the. first-place,  it is clear that -the  effectiveness of 
policies to. revive the  e_conolliy  has been. in the past  and still is' in 
most  Member  States,  re_stricted by the qualitative mismatch between the 
characte:dstics of  job seekers  and the nature  of the posts  off!3red_ by 
undertakings and by  the·weaknesset;~-that-still_encumber  cert~iri public 
placement  and vc)cational_ training' systemso  - .  - - - \  -
- Secondp ·the-question· of worksharing _does  riot· involve  the. c·ontrol 
of production  cos~s alone,  but  also the taking-into-account  of delicate 
adjustment  proolems that will certainly affect the  laboUr market,  parti-
cularly. in relation :to qlialifications. 
- - '  - -
---:Lastly,  an active  :j,_abour  market- policy is_ a  necessary.,  but ·not 
sufficient condition_f.or·a retUrn-to full and better  emplo~ent. 
The  achievement- of thiSl_  objective t:hrough  employment  policy- requ.i~es/ a 
better conne_ction than in the past bet-ween  lab9ur market policy and 
-the  other policies _affecting employment'  in particular the  general_·-
economic'  industrial' Sn'd  regional po_licies...  - - '  -
'  - \  - - ,•  -- -- '  '  - '  .  \ 
-4.  The  Community dixnension of a- labour market poli,cy was  introduced 
in the Treaties-of Paris and of Rome.  Freedom of movement  between Member 
state_s . of workers with sui  table  trainT~ is  -designea,. with the financial  -
ba~king. of the European Social Fund,  to :facilitate adjustments be·tween. · 
the  supply of and demand for  labour with  .  .t~e Community.  - ·  · 
.  .  .  !  .  . 
. '·  In addition to the 1974- Social Action Programme  which was  an 
int~grated answer to the problems  common·to all Member  States  (youth 
and .women' a·  unemployment  in particule..r),  the Community labour market 
~  policy was ·strengthened-by joint legislation (directives 9n women's  · 
employment)  and an  increase in the financial-means ·available to .the  Eur~ 
_·_  pean Sociai  Fund~ The  purpose  of this policy, ·which supplements that defined 
by t}).e  Treaties,  is to accojilpany  or support Member  countries'  own  efforts, 
to direct them where  necessary to commo:p.  objectives whilst taking due 
account  of the differences of national realities& 
5·  ··This Communication is part of· an overall aotion'l embracing other · 
elem~nts briefly describ~~-below~ 3 
'--
Firstly,  in respon~e to the request by the European Cotincil  _ 
meeting held in Dublin on 30 November,  the Commission is  studying the 
most  appropriate methods  of w9rking out  a  more  coordinated approach ·  -
to employment  problems  and specific measures that  could be developed 
to promote  firJP,er  Community action to cope with the problem of unem-
ployment  a  In this connection, ·the Commission recalls_ that  economic . 
policy has  a  primordial responsib1.lity with respect to employment_  and 
is continuing its consultations with a  view to developing appropriate 
measures., 
In  addition,  in accordance-with the terms  of reference  outlined 
. at the Council  meeting of  22'November  1979,  the Commission is conti-
nuing its 11ork  ~i  th-a·  view to obtaining concrete results with respect 
to the  __  adaptat1on  of wor]:cing  time~ ·Its initial'  communications  on 
tempor,ary worK,  part-time work  and flexible retiremen·t t'lill soon be 
forwarded to the_  Standi.ng Committee  on Employment e  At  the  same  time -
d.iscu~sions are-continuing with the two  aides-of' industry on the 
reduction of'  annual working time  and restrictions on the: systematic 
use  o_f  overtime., 
In view of the-nature  of'  the paper,  the.precedents  on which 
,it is based,  and in agreement with the  two  sides  of industry,  the 
Commission did not believe any purpose.would be served by including 
i;he  analyses ·of the situation t>.nd  on the  labour market' trends. on which 
the guidelines 'advocated are based (1)"'  '  - ' 
6.,  This Conmnunication is in ·two  partso  The_ first contains a  brief 
survey of current Community labour  mar~et policy ~s it results directly 
from the Treaties and from the new  elements  introduced by the Social 
Ac·tion  Programme~ It then defines the  guiCI.elines  a.d,rocated:  Coiiliiiiini ty 
action alrea~ under way  should b~ reinforced and supplemented by a 
number  of new  measures. 
.;  .. 
(1)  See  Annual  Economic  Report  1979-1980  (European Economy,  Commission 
of  th~ European Communities)  No.,  -4v  Nov:ember  1979  ..  -- _. 
See  Doco  SEC(79). 634  final  of the Commission of the European Communi ties, 
11- April 1979,  '~educt~on of the  qU~litative mismatbh between the  supply. 
qf and demand  for labour: Guidelines for labour market policy and working 
condi  tiona policy"., 
I  • 
See  Doco  COM(80)  16  final 9  "Employment  and the new  micro-electronic 
technology"~~ 7  "!  ·.  1'he· re:sul'tr~  ~.:r.ha.inea by any .h.:b0u::r·  _;n.-1iker~ :policy  -a:.s.·~·;  xiio~~:.o;;:.:$.'-F.~;~ 
ril.~r  dif:fie;·w.l~  ·i:o  assess" 
.  I 
On· the  one  b.a.nC.,  tha  obse:,rvable  char:.gea  in the  o~;e~·a:~i<-n  n:t  . 
·the  1a.bo~~:r  ll'.c>..rket,  ;;~_.re.  not  only ·t.he  resu.l  t  of  change.::>  hi lel•ou.t'  nl$J.'~ce.t. 
t>.;.licy  a:::o>  c;-1;~113~  f'('l,f.;i;Or;~'! J  _f.'O"t'  ~?Xantple the  ~Olici~S Of  SOCia;{  pr.a~.<:'A::t:.\JI!l 
bi'  iuroHr;,remen:i;  of "''rork:l-ng  con:lHions -als<J  affect the t-mr·ki:rog  _o:t:  f:i• .  .i 
lu'l:HiW·. mr?.:rk:et  (sea  dot!'llm0!Jt.  SEG~ {79)  634  final)"·.-. 
.  On  the  otherr.  h2.::td.?  the effediver:essr of an.y  la1•m:t:7  liiark:a·~-
polic·y ·is 2-:L:3o:;  depand-errt  em  the  :i.mpleraerrting  of·:othe~!.'~  supp1f.:'!:Ui(-l.;o_bf:!t'Y  _ 
policies  ..  1rb.us,  for  e:L3.-ID.ple 1 ,  tr<d.nir.g  mea.su:~>~s  i:n a  i:-eg1.on  ~~: '!:}1  1.mctur"''  _ 
.emp 1  oyzae::~:t  ~.fi th a  .Vim..r  ·to. cr. t·tra.cting ca.pi  tal investmeh:t  ca;O.  1:-te  e!'f'ec_t i  "i'~­
only: if  oth~;1'  ~a.i:lk="i.lp  m~as-o.ree p1•cmoting _investment .3.£e  im:?larnen:'~d- _ 
..; t).,  'l'l'&e  brief'  })i(rtu:r~3  g:i_·(ren  s.bove  is therefore  ill..ttel'i:n:~:~} Y.  itiUOKii ~ 
plete as -the: presen;':;  ·oor  .. rb:-i'bution  conoe:r.-n.s.  the  labou:r  marke'!:  &l•.;;:·;:.r;S,,  · 
Desplte this ·  impar:f,eetlon~ it is -nevertheless an  essent:t~.L' ·~tag'S ·:i-n 
the d.-efin:ttion of the guidelines' -to  be  follewe·d. · in- the_ ne:r,:t- fEn~'<~  ;r~a;~s  .. 
•  I 
· 9~  J:1y-the  adoption i:nl968  ofneiula.tiol:l.  (EEC)  lro  1612/68-_on  , 
,f..:tr-_~}.!!.9.Yem~'1t a.nd  Directive 68/360  on  entTy and stay !)f  Comrmmi i:y  wor:...-.:9:-B~ 
i01..'"1  imp\"1r't?ant'  step ·towards the elimination of obstacles to  th~  i:nte~ 
gratiox2  of la:bo:ur  markets t•Ja.s  taken with· a  v-iew  to ·a.tta:hJ.:in.g  a  bcii.¢l.10  . 
.  bet·L><set.~.  the· Efup::ply  of -~d- deiilall;d.  for ·labour at Oomzin:mity -;level -&_:p.d 
i;o  ii·vin;_fpriority -'Go  the Commtu:U:ty  -w:orkforce. on rem;.uitmen:t-.. 
CommPrri ty reg;ula.tions  S'l.lpply  the basic·  ·i.nstru:nlen~s.  ~rhich- a.:r~ _ 
e~sential to a  Community~~Jide labour policyo  The  gradual  ~etting··UP 
.- of the machinery for. t:b:a  <?laari:ng  of· vacaJ1c.ies  and appl:i.ca.f.l.o11S  for 
- emp-loy-m.e_nt  in the Colili'lliaity  (SEDOC) .*.is also  oa.p~ble 9'£  ir.:tprov:l,.ng. 
the . tJ:•B.nsparency· of  th~- ~cpean.  labour market.,  · 
I.~a.stly 9  ·the  Cl..l.rrent  aotion a.imad at the  mu.t~.xal: recogni  ti.Jn ·_of 
diplomas~.  c~:rti:ti.oa.tes  and_ oth?r .titles by _r.-119mber  State~ flhould .g:i.ve 
1.:nereasing acc_ess  by nat-ionals  of.- othE;lr  States to  la.bo-.,2.~  ma.rk~ts where_· 
the posssssion of  ~tional diplomas- is required., 
;{·  Eu.ropeell  sYStem tor· -the  :tnt6rna.tional  ole&;ri:ng. o! .vS.oano:i.as  at;td. 
app]:icai;i.on.~ .t~~tt·  emp~oime:nt  ,_  · - 5-
- lOo  The  objectives of the Treaty in respect  of, a· balanced 
Community  labour market  and Community clearance have  not,_ however, 
been· f'ully attained  ..  Thus  a  certain f'ail'Ure  t.o recognise the obli- . 
gations arising out  of Community  law occasionally leads to administra-
tive practices and procedures that are not  compatible with the prin·- · 
ciple of  non~iscrimination, the essential legal basis to the correct 
operation of the J1"uropean ·labour :market  a  For example,  the  pract.ic~j~  of 
applymg to Community t-rorkera  the  na.tio:nS.l rules applicable to foreigners 
taking up  residence?· instead of derogating them from  such rules,  creates. an. 
element  of  in~ecu.rity for worker.s_···-rndependently  of  the  action  t-~hich 
it miqht  take  under  the  Treatv  in  relation to _the  correct  applicati~n 
of.Community  t~w,-~he Commission  considers· that  there  should  be 
increaied  cooperation  with  th~ Member  States  in order  to correct  these 
anomalies. 
_Furthermore  and aboYe  allg  the original concept  of a  tru.e 
common  labour maJ.•ke·t ~  ~rhich shc.uld have  led to a.  be-tter balance  of' 
employment  .in the Commu.ni·l;y  through  large moveme2..1ts  of  labotu:-~  he.s  in 
practice e:ncoun:te:r·ed major d.iff"icul  ties  o  The  varie-ty of  langua.ges  ~ 
cu.l  t1:u-es, · tramin.g 5ystems  and  s_ocia,1  st:ru.c.tl.U"es .meaixs  that subsi;an.tial. 
movements  cannot be  co1.m:ted ·on to  compe:nsa:te  :for geographical  employment· 
imbalances"  l'Jonetheless,  "e;he  s-t,re:ngtheniil.g  of -the  action taJ.cen hitherto 
with  SF..DOC  oo11.1d.  pr-ovide  a  partial solut:l.on to ·the problem"  · 
llo  ...  liiih rer1§£!L,;t9,..,voca;,t,!.~ 9  as early as  ~963 ·the  • 
Council  adopted~ v.ri thin the framework  of the EEC  Treaty (Article 128)  r-
a  Decision. establishing the general p:rin.ciples for ·the'  fu:i.mx.}leme.ntation,. 
o,f  a  common  vocational training policy9u to be developed wi+.h  the a.id 
of the Adv-isory Committee ·on Vocational Training created at that time 
to assist· the Commission..,  Nota'ble  reS1.2.lte  1n1-ere  obtained in the field 
of tb.e transition from  school to working lifag  thanks to 'the  p~iority 
a1loc::at'ed to the problem of youth  employment  since 1974 (see ·part  II~J3 
below) o  · 
'  ' 
12o  On  th~ whole~ ·however,  -the  follow-up to t.he  1963  Decision is 
still rela~i  vely  limited~. in. particular as regards the gradual  harmo=· 
nization of training levels"  The first attempt to harmonize training 
in order to fa.cilitate: the free movement  of skilled machine-tool workers 
was'  embodied in the Council  Recommenda~ion of  29  September  l970o 
The  Recommendation was  implemented by a  certain number  of  train~g 
centres in several.Member  States~ It was  not 9  howaver 9  extended  t~ 
other types. of training in view of the compJ:e:rl ty and length of the · 
. necessary preparatory w:orko 6-
_  The_Commission therefore employed a  more  flexible  and rapid 
approach with the  close_ cooperation of the European.Gentre  for_the 
Dev~lopment .of-Vocational ,Training  (CEDEli'OP).  The  approach ·is based 
'on  the  direct analysis· of the minimum  requirements to a  given o<;ou-
pation,  apart  from  the  system of vocational  training followed·.  A-preli-
minary report  on -i!he  work  c~ried out  in- the last few-years w.ill-be 
'available shortly..  ·  - ·  · 
; 13.  ·  _Aid. from the European-Social Fund,  the principal financial _ 
instrument  of  Commun~ty labour'imarket policy,  has greatly helped_  -
in faCilitating the retraining operations made  necessary by setting-up 
of the Common  Market-but,  from.l96_o·to  19739  aids from -the Fund were 
qf greater benefit to Member States with the most  productive training  , 
--- and placement  structures than 'to the  countries with serious  strU.ctliral 
problems.  -
.  With the reforms  of February_l971  and December  l977,.Ftind inter-
'VE;lntion_was  redistributed in favour  of the  less-developed-Comm-unity 
regions  and  efforts ,were  concentrated oh the most  acute problems - .  -
(youth unemployment) ·particularly in regions with the  smallest financial-
means.  ~n 1979,  71 %  of a.ppropriati9ns _were  allocated· to ~xpenditure 
on the budgetary ;items  ~'young p~rsonsvt and "regio:ns"  (see .'Annex  I)" 
'  -
14..  Nevertheless, 'the  degree  of success  of projects undertaken 
can still-be questionedo 
It.  would,  however be  inadvisable_ to retUrn. to the rigid rules , 
of the first FUnd-which-only granted retroactive appropriations,  -
'subject to theexpress condition that the-workers had  be~n employed 
for at  least si+ mo_nths  after having  be~n retraine_d  ..  The  lessons learnt 
from ,that period-shoul_d not,  however,  be  £:orgotten; _the  success of 
European Social Fund ac·tion is closely linked to the  ccynamism  and 
_ efficacy of the vocational  training and pla.c.ement  services.- Action  a Long  these 
L; nes  is therc:-fore  necessary, to  enable- the  European Social 
61  ·  · Fund9 :·whilst  ~r~s.erving the flexibility ot. operation obtained in 1971, 
- to  ensure- the e,ffectiveness ,of _the  aids .it grants.  · 
B.  THE  1974  SOciAL  ACTION  PROGRAMME  AND  THE  COlW.MtJNITY'S  REACTION  TO  THE 
- --
.EMPLOYMENT  CRISIS -
·  15~ - Towards  the end of the Sixties, it _became  clear that unemploy-
-ment  was particularly affecting-_certain specific  s~ocial categories 
(young persons,  women),  certain r~gions and even,  since· 1974,~cert~n 
sectors·(ir·on and  ste~l,  shipbuilding,  some  textile indust_ries).  ' 
Nation,al; and:Commuiri.ty  labour·ma.rket policies were therefore swiftly_ 
·raced with,  a  serious situation urgently requiring the  implementa.-
'tion  e~r· selective and  ·-coordinated policies. - 7 
The  Soci~.l Action Programme  adopted,in 1974  already clearly defined 
such policieso  It· is thus abie to supplement  and strengthen the 
Community_labour  ~rket poli~y as defined in the  Treaties~ 
(a) Act:!:,2n  on behalf of categories 
16e  It became  generally evident that men  and  wom~n were  not being 
given equal  opportunities to exercise their right to work  and so, 
in 1975 7  the Commission  submitted a  memorandum  to the Council  together 
with a  proposal for a  directive on equal  treat~e~t for men  ·and  women 
as regards  access. t.o  employment,  vocational training and production, 
and working conditionso The  Directive was  adopted by the Council  on 
12  February 1976  w.d entered into force  on 12  Augus·t  1978 .. 
' 
This Directive. and the Directive  on the harmonization of 
la\-rs  on  mass  dismissals constituted the begJ.nning of a  series of 
Connnunity  lav1s  that  complement  the provisions of Article  118,  which 
referred only to studie?s ·and  opinionso This legislative ac·l;ion  was 
strengthened by the Council  Decision of  20  December  1977  ori  action~y 
the European Social Fund. -for women  of or over  25  years  of age whose 
entry or  re~ntry into working life proves particularly.difficulto 
The  Commission  is currently compiling a.  preliminaz·y report  on these 
recent measureso  The  report,  which coulabe presented in early 1980, 
wiil enable anY  corrective action to be  definedo 
17.  Young  persons in all the count.ries of the Community pay a 
heavy tribute to unemployment ..  As  early as July 1975 1  the Council 
decided tha·l;  training for young first-job seekers would benefit from 
aid from. the  Social Fund and,  in November  1978~ the  scope  of the Fund 
was  extended to aid to national  schemes  granting premitims  for the 
·recruitment  and eiDployment  of young personso  These rapid developments 
. under Community  labour market policy only confirmed a  trend alrea.dy 
started by the lVIember  States where  IBreci"U:itment  premiumsi'J  or  temporary 
aids had  a~ready been introducedo  The ·problems  of competition which 
arose as a  result were  for the most. part settled in conformity o-ri th 
the Treatieso  · 
Lastly~ the Commission Recommendation  of 6 July  1~77 on  ~ooa­
tional preparation for young persons 9  ~he Council Resolution of 
22  November  1979  on linked work  and training for young persons and 
·the pilot projects of the Education Committee ~  of the  ~opean 
Social Fund provided ·the Community with the means ·of guiding the actions 
both of the Member  States and of.the European Social  ~Lndo 
The  measures taken on behalf of young persons and women  over the last 
three years thus gave the Community  a  number  of instruments which 
contributed to the solution-of two  problems that will become  of 
increasing importance in the next few years  e  . ...  8 
(b)  Sectoral  act:i:on 
i8.  . .  When-~ application  is submitted to the EuroP,ean  . 
Social Fund,  restruoturing:or conversion operations nia.y  be eligible 
-for the usual  Community· aid for  t_he · trairiing  .. or geographical.·mobili  ty  · 
.of  the .workers  concerned,,.,  ~o provide this t:¥Pe  of. support· is one. of' 
the  main tasks  of'· .the European Social Fund  lArticle 12 3 of the EEC  · 
Treaty).  _  :: _  ·  .. ·  ·  ·  .  ·  ·  . ·  ·  ·  ·_.  · 
~-Most Comm~ty sectoral. aid has been granted ~der  ih~ ECSC 
-Treaty. Article: 56 provides -thB.·t  wh~re employment  problems  are. created 
by the ·introuuction of new  technical processes. or equipment,  the  finan~­
cing of  j'ob-creatiQn programmes  ana.  the pa;yment  of allowances for resettle-· 
-ment  and vocational-retraining for wor~ers having to chan"ge  their-~mploy-
. ment  may be- f'acili  tated,,' Accordingly,  between -l954  and 1975,  · 265  ml.llion 
units ·of account were  disbursed to assist nearly 600,000 workers;  . 
for  1975-197~-th~se figures are·178 million EUA  and  120~000 workers 
·respectively~  · · 
.19.  Cooperation ~between national. employment  serv~ces which,  since 
1967,  had develo"ped'mainly at. the  operatio~llevel (SEDOC)  was  given 
fres.h  impe-tuS  b'y the introduction of coopera-tion at· policy-making level: 
the setting·-up  i'n 1974  of the  group  of Dir€wtors..;General for Employment  . 
and the <;reation'in 1978  of'  the  group  of Directors of Employmen·t  Agencies., 
T'ne  cooperation· made· it, possible :to  improve-the  Commission9s  information 
base  ..  It alSf·facilita.ted :the preparation of meetings  of the  S:l;anding  _  ·. 
-Committee. on·Employment.,  Lastly'  it resulted in some  opening up  qf natio-
nal . s·tructure  a  an.d  measures~ Thus,  Member  Si;ates  con:fr:onted with reforms. 
of their placement . agencies-,  (France and Italy  .. in particular)  wer~ able . 
·to benefit· from the experience of. Member  States with proven,·: productive 
struct!:tres.,  Colil.Til'qliity.  support  given in the form  of'  a  Social Fund pilot 
scheme  enabled a .training operatlon to· be carried .out in 1978 for  th43  . 
staff required to set up  a  new plat?ement. structure in  ·;rtaly  .. 
·i 
· 20.- These preliminary ~esults were  obtained in spite of the dif-
ferences in _national structures and concepts  ..  :0n the  one  hand,- the· 
. structure responsible for the llia.nagement1  of.: the labour market  and i;he 
, distribution o:f -responsibili  ti'es vary, considerably from ·one  Member  Stat·e 
to another  (see  Table_· in Annex II).--On  the other hand7  concepts of labour 
-market policy e:re  riot  always  homogeneous  ..  In particular,  the role -that 
a  public employment ·service  sh,ould plajr· in relation ·to· undertakings is . ,'  . 
_viewed very differentlyti The. most. limited concept- sees a  publio  employment 
service as dealing solely with _the unemployed..  This is the  old concept - · .· 
o~ "lab~  policy"  ..  In a  less. restricted sense,  the scope 'also  i.D.cludes 
.;.·. - 9 
the payment  of  recruitment premiums  to  undert~cingse Lastly,  in the 
broade13t,  and moat  Bymetrical  con.c·ept,  a.. public employmt';lnt  service 
· should be  concerned with both workers  and undertakings in order 
to favour  the,matching of vacancies  and applications for  jobs  .. 
Intervention in undertakings1  whilst respecting the relations between 
the  two  sides of industry, .is 'based on the  observation that ·under-
taldngs'  recruitment requirements are not  always  subject to strict 
· technical requirementso  On the contrary,  empirical  studies and the 
experiences of certain employment  agencies .show  that. there is consi-
derable potential for flexibility in the·undertaking and that·this 
potential can be put to good use 0  in appropriate caoes with the 
employment ·agency as mediatoro . 
Exchanges  of experience between the Member  St~tes sh~red 
that it was  necessary to strengthen public employment  services  and to 
improve their standing with enterprises not  only-to improve their 
performance in collecting job vacancies but also to develop their 
counsel-ling activities with enteri;>rises in the wa;y  already practised 
in cert~in Member  Stateso 
Co  OVERALL  REVIEVl 
2lo  On balance,  the Community labour market policy .has produced 
•  to date  successfUl results, within the limits of its attr:i,.bution:: 
.(a)  The  free  movement  of workers  in the Member  St.ate!f is today a 
tangible fact which  in 1978,  ·guaranteed equal  treatment to 
1,6oo,ooo  workers  (*)o It represents  a.  :f'undamental  right of all 
Community workers  .. 
' 
(b)  The  intervention resources of the European Social Fund 1vere 
,  increased, and in 1979,  some  775  million units_ of account  were 
allocatedfor approximately 1,000,000 "'orkerso  The  ESF  is now 
a  fi~cial instrument,  which is both operational  and flexible," · 
·at the disposal  of the Member  State~ whose  task it is to submit 
'viable projects and ensure that they are  implem~nted efficientlyo 
(*).with respe~t to the former Community  of Six,  for which figures 
are available since 1960,  the number  of workers  concerned doubled 
between 1960  fllld  1973  (from 635,000  to 1,15q,-ooo)o  A.  slight drop 
has occurred  s~ce 1973  (940,000 workers· in 1978)o - '10  -
. (c)  The  range  of. instruments  available to  the.·Comm~njty was  e:~tended 
bver  the  past  three years  wi~h the  addition of  the  ~easures on 
, youn,g  persons  and  women,  Directives  on  equal ·  t reatement  in women's  .. 
•  e~ployment and  the,opening  of  the  European  Social  Fund  t6·youth. 
~ecruitm~nt  prefui~~~ and  jobs  ~ulfilling a  public  need.  The  Commu-
nity is  now  better equipped  than  in  the  ~ast. to deal ·with  the~e  · 
categories..which  will  continue. topose a·  probl~~- in the_  next  decade._ 
- (d)  Lastly,  the setting-up-of  structu~es for  the  coofdination of  nat~o­
nal  labour  market  policie~~wa~ accompani~d by  a  general  awa~eness 
of  the  need  to  strengthen national ·placemen.t,and  training  s,truc-
tures and  improve  t~eir  ·efficac~ and  credibility.  It  ~ill be  the 
.Commissi~n'~ task  t~·encourage  ~uch concerted  action  a~d ~he Member 
States 8 ·responsibility to- implement; the  necessary  reforms  - the\ 
· sole. guara~t~es of  the effectiv•ness of  national  and  ~ommunity · 
'  '  ·.  ..  '  '  .  '  .  measures;, ...  11  ... ' 
III~  GUIDELINES  FOR  THE  FUTURE 
22.  ·Community  labour  market  policy is  now  a  fact.  Guidelines  for 
the  futu1·e  must  initially be  viewed  in the  light  of  the  economic  and 
social  environment  of  the 80°s.  The  differe'nt  aspec~s should  then.be 
definedm 
A.  THE  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  ENVIRONM~NT OF  THE  1980ijS  AND  ITS  IMPLICATION~ 
FOR  LABOUR  MARKET  POLICIES  .. 
23.  With  growth  prospects that  ar·e  not  favourable  to  employment,. 
with  the  urgent  need  ior a  structural  adaptation of'the  European  economy 
and  with  the  enlarg~ment of  the  Community  to  include  the  countries of· 
southern  Europe,  ~mmunity· labour  market  policy is faced  with three· 
major  challeng~s.  ·  · 
(a)  Growth  inadequate  to promote  employment 
24.  - For- s~vera  l  years  to  come  the  Community. will  probabLy_ have  to · 
deal  with  the effects of  slow  growth,  particularly  in.  view  of  the  need 
to maintain  stable prices andef  balance  of  paym€nts  restr~ints.  In  the 
absen~e of  appropri~te ~easures the  most  likely prospect  for  the  ~ext 
few  years  is therefore that  underemployment  ·w; ll persist.P. with  a  selec-
tive· effect on  the  less-fav~ured categories on  the  labour  market,  in 
particular certain young  people,  wo~en,  handi~apped persons,  migrant' 
workers  and  older  workers.· 
Under  these  conditions,  Community  count~ies will  be  fated  wi~h 
a  grave danger  that  the quality of  the  labour  force  will  deteriorate, 
which  will  be  all the  more  difficult  to  a~commodate in view  ~f the  fact 
th'at  the  demographic  trend  is  expected  to  reverse  aft.er- 1985  .. 
Besides,  in  the  absen~e of  cnrre~tive policies, the  growth  of 
underemployment  will  also aggravate  regional  differencesD 
. (b)  The  inevitable  structural adaptatioos 
25.  Faced  with  the  new  interriational  division.~f tabour,  Community 
undertakings  wil.l  be  forced  to  turn to.activities that  use  high  techno-
logy  ~nd offer  hig~ productiv1ty.  Th~ introduction of  new  technology, 
such .as  microprocessors~ is bound  t6  raise  several  problems of adjustment 
. on  ~he  labour  market.,  ,A_ll  those  involyed - workers,  undert~kings, public ,_  1.2  --. 
employment, services  ... -will therefore--nee-d  to 'dhpl.sy a  considerable 
·degree of  flexibi L.ity  and  adaptabiLity  (*). 
~  .  .  .  ; 
(c)  Continuing  enlargement 
26. ·  The  characteristics of  th·e  economies  and  labour  markets of· 
Greece  or ~f the  applicant  countries,  Spain  and  Portugal,  are  very. 
different, from  those  of  the  p~esent  Community.-·  .  ·  ·  .  , 
As  an  example,:~he activity  ~ates for  wo~en are  relatively 
low  in the· sduth  European  countries.~In 1975,  they  amounted  to about 
30%  in  each  of  the  three  cou~tfies,  com~~~ed to  about  45%  i.n  the 
countries of  the present  Comm~nity (ranging  from  26%  in the  Nether-
lands  to  56%  in  Denma~k).  In:the  futur~ it i.s  p~obable,that a  large 
propoition oi  the·potenti~l workforce  will  be. mbbilised,  which  i~ 
likely to  increase  the  n~ed to emigrate .'from  such  countriesa  -
.  In  addit'ion,  the  labour  market  man-agement  stru-ctures  (traiiling 
and  placement)  in  these  c'ountries 'will  probably  have  to be  improved 
in· order  to  cope  with  accelerated development.  '  _.,·  . .  . 
1  Communi:ty  labour  market  policy will  therefore  be  confronted 
with 'the' delicate  problem- of  coordin-ating  contacts  b-etween  ·mankets 
, with  different st  ru·ctures  and  characteri sties.  GraduaL· interpenetration·. 
should  the_refore  be  initiated,  as  was  done  in Greece.  Such  timingwill, 
.  howev~~~ be. ineffectual jf the  Community  labour market  policy to be 
'set ·up ·is  not  accompanied  by  additional  poliCiesa  An  active policy-on 
the  adaptation of  jobs  and  the. improvement of  worki,ng" condit1ons  in  .. 
th~ sectors of' the ·pre~ent  Commu~ity that  have  always .employed  i~migrant· 
l-ab'o~r  should  be  implementedm  Community  actfon  shoulcl  also  be  taken  to 
'promote  investm~nt in the  applicant ,countries  so  as  to  reduce-J;he  need 
to  emigrate  from  them: In t~is/matter effective toordination  wit~ 
regional  policy matt.ers  i.s  ]mportant..  - , 
Implication's  for  labour  market  policy in the .80's 
27-o  The  future  trend of policies at  both  nat"ional  arid  Community 
lev~ls must  be  guided  b~ two  concerns~ 
(*)  The  impact  of  techno,logical  changes.on .employment  is also dealt'-.. with 
in  t-he  following  documents  :  .  . 
. 
11Eui·opean  society faced  with  new  information~  techniques~ a  Community 
anst~er"  (COM<79>  650  f1na l)  · 
and 
"Em-ploymen-t  policy ·and 'the .-new  technology_ of inicrgelectronics" _ 
(COM C80}  _16  fi naU  .. 13 
28.  On  the·one  hand,  greate~ attention  m~st be  paid  to the adjust-
ment  mechanisms  of  the  Labour  marketa  The  requisi-te  flexibility must  be 
obta_ine,d  not  only  by  requestinggreater· geographical -and  occupational -
mobility of  workers,  but- also  by  requiring undertakings-to  make  a 
greater effort  to adapt  to  the  Labour  supply available_ and  to plan  ahead.? 
particularly by  ~eans of  forwa~d manpower  pla~ning. The  contribution of 
the  public authorities  should  ~ot  so  much  ~ake the  form  of  further 
legislatio~ but  rather  the  provisiqn of  op~rational support  fo~ neces-
sary  changes  and  adjustments. 
29.  On  the  other hand,  in a  number  of 'Member  States,  the'  effecti-
veness·of  n~tional and  Community  ~ction in  favour  of  tar~et groups  or 
sectors  is often  limited  by  inadequat~ development,  in quality and 
~olume,_ of  placement,  guidance  and.  training services.  A considerable 
effort  thus  remain~ to be  made  in this field.  This  is-all the more  true 
of  acc.e_ding  countries. 
30.  Community  Labour  market  policy must  conform  to certain  requi-
rements  ..  On  the one  hand,  Community  action  is  not  a  substitute for  nat·io-
nal or  regional  action  :  rather  i~  ~ust complement  and  support  it. on' 
the other ·hand,  it ~ust take  account ·of.  the specificity of nat.ional 
situations and  serve their needs  as  coh~r~ntty as possibte. 
- '·  /  ,  . ·  .. 
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.B  ..  ACTION  UNDERTAKEN -BY ·THE  COMMUNITY  UNTIL  NOW  MUST  BE  REHlFOR.CED  -
J. 
3lo  At  its meeting of 9 October 1979 9  the Standing Co~ittee on 
·Employment  elirphasized the_  importance  o;'  ac_t~on to· improve· ~nf;ormation 
on the  operatio-n of the Jabour ma:rket  t statl.stics  · and  studJ.es) at  _ 
Community  levelo_ The  following areas should be  given priority for more. 
intensive  c~operation as regards statistics and specific studiesg 
..;,  lvo~king. time' 'a;nd  forms __ of -e~~loyment  (pa.rt=time work9 . temporary work9 
s}1ift  work) il  ·  . · :  ·  .  ·  .  -·  ·  ·  ·.  - -. 
-flows in unemployment,  with: a  view to obtaining more'preci~e 
informat'i-on  on ·the  inti'Oduction. and 'withdrawal  of  job offers an:d 
.  applicati9ns,  duration of  unemployme~t, recurrence  of ti.nemployme:Qt, 
mobility of. the unemplo;;redi  · 
·""  the .structwe of employmeht  a.nd  unemploYment,  based in partic~la.r 
on the  CornmQuity  labour force  survey~ the  p~imary and most widely 
·used basis ·for oomparati  ve  studies and Community measur.es; 
- the  tran~ition frOif1  education--to working life; 
_- vocationai  trai:ni~ for you.D.g  peopie outside  school·; · 
- the content ·of~ ·and trends  i~,  '~lifioa}:ion.CJ required. ·  .. 
Work  has-been begun in all these areas by Community  and 
· national departments;  the SOEC·' ~ essential role in improving. arid  harmo--
nizing statistics should be ~trengthenedo Largely thanks to the labour 
market research- and action programme  and  the ·network .  of  employment  ' 
agencies,  the Commission  ~s  _also  been able to'cFJXry out  comparative 
· studies which -were.  used. as,_a basis for  t·he  recent  contributiCms to the 
Standing C9mmittee  on  EmploY.me~t~ 
. .  The  Commission is, neverthelesfh concerned  ab~ut the gap between 
the  increasingly varied information nee~ed in respect  of the labour 
_  market  and the actual.data availableo  Accordingly,  ways  should be  found_ 
of meeting'the statistical requirements without  complicating the collec-
tion of primary data. In the. ca.;;;e  of studies, .action begun under the 
labour market  research and action programme  should be  reinforced,  and  . 
comparative studies should be facilitated by steps to disseminate natio-
nal  studies of. general interest more  widely throughout -t;b.e·  Community~  ,, 15  -
-32.  ·  As  regards free  movement 9  Community action should be 
based.  on the following  measuresg · 
-preventing future  development  from  tampering with the  appli-· 
cation of the principles on which freedom  of movement  is based, 
as they. are essential to the European labour market,; 
- Ir.a.king: all circles and all  lev~ls aware  of the need to br?.ng 
into full  operation the systes for the international clearing 
of vacancies  and applications for employment  (SEDOC) 9  parti-
cularly inincreasing the-frequency of exchange  of information 
on  offers and demand  (presently monthly); 
-.combating illegal .immigration and employment  of labour  from 
non-Member  States in the SJ?irit  of the  proposal  from  the  Commis~ion 
to the 9ouncil  dated )  AprLl  1978 .. 
organizing the  coordination of third country migration policies 
in accordance with the conclusions of the Council  of Ministers 
·which met  on  22  November  1979.  A priority in this field should 
be given to the problems  of social and occ11pational  integration 
of migrant workers in the host  country and their preparation 
in the event  of a.returnto·the home.country  .. 
. The  above-mentioned measures take  account  of the  extension 
of the Community to three countries of which at least two have 
relatively large .labour resources and whose  nationals will be 
en·ti  tled,  once  accession has ·taken place,  to priority of. employ-
ment.in all cases where  the Member  States of the present  Co~mwnity 
. use  non-community labour  .. 
33..  .  .Sectoral adjustments  (restructuring or  convers"iot?-)  mu:st  be 
continued in the next· few  yearse  Everything must  be  done  to faci-
litate the retraining of workers  or reduce the effects of rationa- · 
lisationo The  Commission advocates  a  .policy of support for affected 
workerso  But it does not· intend to'\lend Community_ .support  in,  every 
case  of adaptationo It is necessary,  in factp  to make  a  distinction 
betwe.en  two separate  levels~ 
34o  First, most  restructuring and reconversion operations are 
carried out  either at the level  of the undertaking at regional  or 
even, national level.  One  of the factors  determining their success-
is the presence _of  local  employm~nt services and their efficiency 
in locating and mobilising .alternative.employment  ..  Therefore it is 
important to improve  the quality and credibility of these servi.ces 
vis a vi.~ the employers  ..  In this context  1  the Oommis·sion  also 
' - i6 
at"!;aches  considerable· importance te the· spirit of the  Direc·tive  on  -
mass  dismissals whose  implementation ·by- the .Me.mber  States will 
.c'onsti  tute  ~he subject of a  :forthc.omin€; report.  . 
+  -·  35.  At  Community level,. measures undertaken can be  gr~ted. 
assistapce from the European Social Fund without requiri:Q.ga new 
Council  Decision,  or they. could  -be  the subject· of spe.cific plans 
after adoptipn by the Council. For example;  the Commission has 
already made  proposals to the Council relaV.ng to the  social_ aspects 
of the restructuring C1f  the  stee;L  industry  •.  Two  types  of· financial 
measure~ for these workers are proposed:  appropriations for early,· 
retirement  schemes  and for the reorganization _of  work  ~d  working 
time.  - ·  ·  -
36.  _  The  Commi!=Jsion  considers that in such cases,  the. social  . 
and .industrial policy measure·s  should be .established simultaneously. 
Although it-is not  intended that all such measures  should be  . 
financed,  it seems natural· that some  of them should receive .Commu...: 
nity assis_tance, ·to be  determined on a  case by .case basis.· 
37 e  At  the level of the regions,  Community  labo.ur Iriarket  policy 
mainly op_erates .through the  existing Funds~ Any' action takem Illll:st  be 
situated between two  ext.remes.  The first would consist in a  simple 
accounti,ng  e~ercise;  by~financi-al t:ransfers. that  do not ,give. the 
right .to  check  on~their ~ctual utilization. The  second would.con-
sist,  in· checking ·:the  effects of. such transfers in_ detail  and laying -
dmm rules that are 'incompatible .with the  situation~ in such regions •. 
•  .._  •  '  ~.  '  '  - I  •  '  - •  •  ;  • 
The  Commission considers that 'it is necessary·to-develop  __  . 
a  Community policy 1~  betwe~n these two  e~remes, based on the 
following points. ·  ·  · 
Firstly as_ each region is different,  i i  is important to place  ' 
. the  firi~cial assistance provided'·by the European Regional  Develop-
ment  Fund .  and the European Social Fund within- the  cont~xt of a  cohe-
rant regi_onal  development  programme.  The  ·comni~ssion attaches great 
. importance to these ·progra.mme·s  which are proVided for. in -the  Regu-
lations governing the' two Fullds.  The  development  of integrated mea-
sures· that coordinate the contributions from the· various Community· 
Funds  should coristi  tute a· starting point of major 'importance.  · 
.  .  .  .  - . 
(~)  Documen~.s CoM(79)  199  final and COM  (79)  436 final. 
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Secondly the Member  States and- the Community must  promote 
the capacity of the  regions to develope  or restructilre  themselves·. 
This  depends' both  on the size of the 'physical  infrastructures 
( oomtmm:lor,~.tiona  and,  trl;l.f).~pe:r1:,  ed.uoa:t:i<;}rJ!;tl  c.nd  ho~pi  'tlt.:~.l- fa.o:i.li ties) 
.and  on the quality of the human. infrastructures  (local ·training; 
management  arid.analytical  resources)o  The  possibilities of  job 
creation at the  level  of small- and medium-sized undert~cings in 
the  ~ext few years  must  give priority to this aspect  by using 
the  most  appropriate means .and,  as regards the  labour' market  ' 
policy~ by  imp~oving the qttality of  the  job prospection,  placement 
and vocational training and  guidance apparatus., 
Community action in respect  of regions  and the free move-
ment  of workers  should not disregard the specific problems  of 
frontier  zones where  considerable movements  of manpower  ·take  place., 
'  ' 
A solution should be found to ·&he·many administrative, 
economic,  occupational and cultural problems with a  view to faci-
. li  tating two-way flows  on these regio:nal .labour markets· vrhile 
ensuring full'social protection for  ~he workers  concernedo 
38o  The  development  of specific polici~s based on individual 
categories of  job-seekers must  remain at the forefron£""of  th-e--' 
sOc'iaT"ii'Sp'ects' of labour market policy,  at both national and 
Community level  ..  The  common  objective is to  ~romote equg..l·  employ-
ment  opportunities for all these ci';tegories  l.,par-ticul~ly_ young 
peopleS.  women,  migTants,  handicapped and older workers).,  tii  th 
specific regard ·to Community action.  women  and young people will 
remain the  pr~ority categories in the years to ·comee _  · 
~  .  .  . 
It is Ct.  fact that there is in the Coilll1I'imity  a  continued 
increase in the participation of v10men  in active life.,  Even in those 
Ivlember  States where .the participatiOn  o:f  vromen · i,n active life is 
relatively low,  there has been an increase -in the female  activity 
rates for certain age  groups,  p<;U't_icularly those for young married 
l'lomeno  This trend reflects' a  fundamental  and probably irreversible 
.change  in behaviouro  Only an active policy of a fairer division 
betv1een men  and women  of available 111ork  can preven·t this new  demand 
by women  for work from  bei~g directed, .as in the past,  toward the 
least-quali'fied jobs..  ·  ·  ·  '  ·  _  .  _ 
1 
39o  - Within this spirit, the Commission will present,  before the 
end of,l980,  its report  on the application of directive 76/207  and 
will draw the conclusions  on which future'action will be based. 
This action· will be supplemented by specific measures to establish 
true equality on the  labour market,  in p~ticular by encouraging women' a 
access to jobs and types  of training c·onsidereQ. to be  reserved for menoit will 
base its action on specific assistance from the EUropean Social Fund  . 
and  on work carried out  by CEDEFOP  based op experiments within  ·  - . 
Member  States in the'field of innovatory training of wom~n and girls. 
In addition,  in May.1980,_ the Commission will hold a  ·conference ·on 
equality for.women;  its purpose will be to  formula~e guidelines for 
'mediwp.-term Community action,  with ·particular account being taken 
of the impact  of the introduction of new technology on women's  employ-
ment.  ' 
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40~  ·Youth  emplo~ent is another·matter·as in fact it covers 
·all .the  probl~ms connected with the transition from'school  to 
working life. The  decisions adopted by ·the  Council_ over the  la-et 
three years have  provided the Community with a  set of instrul!lents 
\vliich Iirust  be '!lSed to t'he full  •. It  ~hould be'  ensured that equal 
employment  opportunities are  ope:n  to·young untrained persons 
whose. employability_ should be  increased, :that national policies 
on the transition to \vorking life  ar~ strengt.hened and that. 
labour market  i;nbalances are reduced  •.  Lastly~ all young persons- .· 
must  be abie to haye. access, if they wish,  to 'vocational' training. 
It should be noted,  however,  that C~llliiliuii ty .action r'Qll.S 
into two  6bst'acles. First,· there is t:he  pers-istent  shortage  of  · 
'  j_9bs.  Secondly,  the success  of·C_ommunity  ac~ion,_--of a  subsidiary' 
natur;e  - ·res_ts  on. the desire and ability of Member  States to · ... 
develop this strategy and take'firm_steps to direct changes.·-
-Failing this,  the priori  ties laid down  by the Council are -liable 
t·9  result. in· a  series- of  pa~li~ti  ves. . .  /  .. 
41.- ·  Communi t  . measl1res .in favour  of other social cate  ories 
-(migrant .  workers  and the handicapped  ·must  also be. strengt·hened, 
if they are  ~o avoid  t~ansferring the burden of unemployment ·from 
young persons  and women  to these. other categories.  -
The  social-,  occupational  and  cU:l tural integration in the 
host  country of'migrants must  be  improved, _particularly as regards· 
the  "secpnd generation". It·is also necessaryto set up'the assis-
tance  schemes that -migrant ·workers- a..re  entitled to expect from the 
Memb€n:·  States ·when  they return to their own  countries  (aids .to 
.reintegratiOJ:l iri:_to  the  labour ·market  and into the society Of  the 
country of origin).  .  .  ·.  . 
. Measures  concerning migrants. from·· non-Community  co~t'ries 
will of  c.ourse  form· part of tlie coordination of Member  State·s' 
migratory policies vis-a-vis third countries. 
42. ·  In, regard. to the ·handicapped,. the' c'ommission ha:.s  already 
. emphasised iri its report to the Council at the end of October 1979 
the need to  pr~mote their-employment in a  normal  environment •. -
It· is also ,advisable not to limit actions exclilsively to the most  .. 
serious cases anq to extend the field of action to stimulation mea~ 
sures;  aimed at complementing the  compulsory legislation,in opera-
tion,  in all enterprises espeoia1ly as regards· small enterprises 
who  _in  many_regions  aocount for 'the-near totality of salaried 
emplo~ent. 
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1Co  THE  COMPLEMENTARY  OR  NEW  TASKS  THAT  MUST  BE  DEVELOPED 
43..  In the light-of experience.gained in the past ten years,  it is 
clear that national and  Community measures  aimed solely at  sectors, 
categories  ~~d regions and at solving problems  o~ce they have.arisen, 
run into· several obstacleso  '  · 
Their  immediate effectiveness of measures·depends  on ·the 
quality of the local  structur~s that  implement  themo  It will be· 
necessary ·to  encourage the  development  of national placement  and 
trainil;lg struc_ture·s, ·both qualitatively and· quantitativelyo 
The  measures  taken. in recent years can cure but  often ·not 
prevent  imbalances that have ariseno It is therefore necessary to 
:plan a  forward  .... looking approach to labour market problems which, 
whilst taking account  of economic uncertainties,  would enable risks 
to be r,educed  and avoid' taking those responsible by. surprise  0 
Furthermore the  development  of new  forms  of employment  (parti-
cularly temporary work  and part-time v1ork)  concerns  labour market 
policy as well., 
Finally,  the  success  of national and Community  labo:u.f'  market 
policy,  to a.large extent,  depends  on 'a better link w~th other policies 
that  af~ect employment  (part~cularly-economic policy,  industrial policy 
·and regional policy)"  The  Commission had already brought  home  -this 
important point to the  Standing Committee  on Einployment  (document . 
SEC(79)  634  final)  at its meetings  of 22  May  1979  and 9  October 1979o 
It wili therefore not  be reiterated in this  Communication~ 
44..  · ~~e~~. forms  of  __  emplo~  Employment  difficulties in·most  .. 
Member  countr~es were  accompan:ted  y  the_  deve·lopment  of 'temporary  forms 
of employment  (particularly  agency  work  and limited-duration contracts)o 
Such  instability particularly affects the  t~get groups  re~erred ·to 
above,  more. especially young persons and women ..  The  development  of 
temporary work is in the interest  of certain undertakings  o  In many 
cases,  however,. it' is a  sign of weak planning and m.anagement  of .huma.Il 
resources in such  undert~cings. The  development ·of such unstable 
forms  of  emp~oyment must  therefore be controlled,  in the  interest~ 
not  only of the workers but also of the undertakings thems.el  ves  and the 
community for whom  the need to keep  a  resource of skilled labour is· 
essential to cope with the new  international division·of labour. 
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45.  These  problems  concern labour law,· labour market  ~olicy 
and the Coirununi ty· plan on worR:shili:-ing.  These  problems  should be 
approached with clarity in recopciling the interests of the 
workers  with  the need for  a  flexible  ~conomy.  .  . 
.  'Two  themes  have been give:ri priority,: the· d'evelopment  of 
·non:..Compulsory part-time work in non-discrj,matory conditions  and 
an effective  c.ontrol_ of temporary work.,  The .requests made  by the· 
European  Trad~_Union Confederation at the meeting of the .Standing 
Committee  on. Employment  on 9 October 1979  are at pr'esent .being 
'discussed with the Social  P~tners. Preli~~y  guidelines  on 
these subjects will be  submitted. to the Standing C9mmittee  on 
Employment.  ·  · 
46.  The  Commission .considers-that the needs  of workers  faced 
with tne current  changes would -justify special attention being paid 
to  measu:i-~s aimed at  encour~g  training-l_eave  schemes for adults. 
This field merits examination by the two  sides of industry · 
.a:t  Community  level with a  view to setting up  st-gdies;  rep9rt·s  and 
exch_anges·of experience.,  ·  ' 
47.  The  development  of an active prospection-placement structure. 
The  matching of  jqb vacancies .and applications is done through a  · 
number ,of different channels  ..  ;involving private enterprise  (adver-
:tisem~nts, private· agencies7  etc.),  and public action  (  ~mp~oyment 
agenc1es).  The  latter tend-~o concentrate  on the  most  dlff1cult 
placements7  whereas the former  te_nd  to skim the top  off the market  .. 
The  result1ng imbalance partly explains the difficulties' public 
employment  agencies  have  in appearing  credible  to Undertakings  .. 
I 
.  TJ.:te.  imbalance~  should be, corrected· by enabling publ_ic  ag~ncies 
to compete  With· the private sect  or and, . if necessary,  to improve  the _ 
-~market,  and to play the pre4ominaht  ~ole which should be theirs,  ·  _ 
-according' to the Recommendations .of the'.International Labour Orga- ·  .. · 
nisatiori. In this case incentives-will be  more  effective than  compul-
sio~  '  but  such measures require true cooperation from both sides 
of'  l.ndusiiry,  and greater'public effort  ..  In this matter,  annex II 
shows the great diversity of the  f'unctions · undert.aken by the public 
'ag_encies_ and of their_means  .... - .  . 
In this conne_ction,  particil).ar attention needs to be  given 
to the. development  of vocational 'guidance  and its ,adaptation to an 
employment  systeni. that is undergoing f'undamenta1  changeo  Within· their . 
labour market  poli'cy,  th~ Member  States should apply 'themselves 
to the  ~evelopment.of guidance activities,  not  only to make easier_ 
the  tr~sition. of young people  into. 'working  ~ife but  also· to promote 
vocational  counselling of. adults·- in close liaison with laoour market 
forecastso  '  ~-
4-So  The  Commis~io:h refers in this respect  t,o  the  considera.·tions 
it present,ed to the Standing Commi-ttee  on Employment  on  22  May  and  , · 
-9  October 1979  (doc.  ref'.,  SEC  (79)  634  final),  which may  be  summarized 
as  folloi..rs; 
.  (a) 
''  .  '  '  . 
public.employment  agencies  musj;.  be  capable  of acquiring credibility 
in. the eyes. of undertakings .·and worlrers by improving their quali-
tatiye capacity  ..  This requires. a  sound  balance  of economic  and  · 
· social criteria; 
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(b)  the operational fUnctions  of  p~ospection-and placement  should 
be clearly distinguished from the management  of unemployment, 
either into two separate ·institutiorts.or with :s~parate services 
and staff 'i.dthin a  single institution; 
(c)  plac·ement  must  be. viewed in terms  of mediation betv1een under-
takings and  job seekersQ It must  be based on other linked fac-
tors (training,  guidance,  counselling for  job seekers and under-
takings).  Agency  sta.:ff  ·~.at be  qualified and trained to ca:rry 
out  the role'of mediator  ..  The  agencies  should be  located in 
each region,  close to the users; 
(d) ·the active .participation of employers'  and workers'  representa-
.  ti  ves in public piacement  must  be  sought' in order to provide it . 
with solid foundations in the  labour market; 
(e)  methods  of· improving the collection  ~f vaca:ncies  in undertakings 
should be  developed,  for example within the framework  of collec-
tive agreements  ..  The  Commission_is  aware  of the  importance  which 
t~e 'European Trade  Union Confederation attaches to this problem 
and of its wish to have  compulsory notification of vacancies  ... 
·The  matter of compulsory notification should be  examined with· a 
~view to establishing whether it helps the market  penetration of 
public agencies .and does not  lead to bureaucratisation  instead. 
49o  National  institutions have  on the whole  stiLL  to  make  a  big effort 
along these lines, with the assistance of governments  and the  two  sides 
of industry  ..  Community assistance  should be  directed to the  development 
of cooperation on concrete matters  such as staff training or data · 
processing,  or the  development  of vocational  and occupational  guidance 
in agencies.  Such· cooperation  is, however,  limited by the  inadequate_ 
n1:llllber ·of .personnel allocated to· tasks of  support~ It would :q.ever-
theless be desirable-to examine.whether an impetus  from the Council to· 
:r.~ember States would be  appropriate..  ··  · 
The  strengthening of vocational training structures 
50..  The  weaknesses  of these structures in a  number  of Member 
States,  in relation to the_reqUirements  of the present and,  more 
importantly,  the future,  is a matter for concern  ..  It is  essent~al that 
Coinmuni ty action· should not be  limi  te_d  to the ·sectoral and category. 
·-objectives ·described above; it should .also enable the vocational· 
training apparatus to cope .better with new  economic  demands  (e  .. g  .. 
introduction o·f  microprocessors)- and social  nee~ (refresher training 
for long term unemployed and aid for reinsertion into. working life)  .. 
One  must  not,  however,  underestimate the difficulties of ·such 
action,  which is related to the decentralization of national  systems, 
their institutional differences and the,danger of remaining at  a 
level too general to be  of use. 
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In addition to continuing' its activities.on linked training and 
employment,  the Commission  int.ends to develop its acti  vitiel'J  in the 
following :directions:·  · 
-specific assistance to certain Member  cotintr.ies  ( includi~g the 
future  :pew  member-s)  when they reform certain  element~ of their 
vocational  t·raining and apprentic;:eship .systems.  On  this last po:lnt 
Annex III recalls that the countries with the most- developed appren-
-ticeship.  ~ystem ~e also those  who  have- be_en ·the most· successful in· 
the  struggle against youth·unemployment;' 
reactivating .the move  towards the  mutilal~ recognition of diplomas  and 
certificates by promoting cooperation _between those responsible  for.· 
training in certain sectors.whereyer such a  need is recognize~;  .  . 
- enbouraging the  establishment  in frontier zones  of  tr~ining centres 
offering  cour~es which  lead to  qualification~ recognized in several 
Member  States;  · 
...,  developing a· CollliiiWii ty- response to problems  ili the field of training , 
r'esul ting from  the introduction of. new  t.echnol_ogies,  in accordance 
with the  conclusions of the Standing Committee  on  Emp~oyment of 
26 February ·1980.  - ·  · 
A fonmrd-looking approach to .the labour market 
· 51.  The  ability of national and  community .policies ·to move· on/from 
·curative measures to -preventive  intervention,depends greatly on_their 
powe·r  to-estab-lish forec'asts.  Past  e:Xperience,. however  (even: in the 
years of constant_ growth),  has  shown  the-limitations of measures  based 
on· quantitative forecasts.  _ 
. ' 
The  uncertainties that have  always  weighed  ori  t~e  dev~lopment 
of labour demand  and that in the present  economic 'climate  have  only -
increased,  have  meant  that forecasting has  beCOIIte  an essential tool. 
.  .  .  !' 
The·re  should'· be  a  clear distinction between quantified· general 
or sectoral employment'foreca(;lts based  on economic  analysi-s.and·models 
and forecasts tliat_areboth more' specific and qualitative relating t.o 
'r~quiremeht_s in- skills-,  based  on direct surveys  of  informed circles. 
Experience  has  sh<?wn  that the. former.· are  di_fficul  t  to apply to the 
needs  of vocational trairting and guidance policy.  The_· latter,  which_ 
should provide  important  solutions_ to present concerns,  for instance_ as 
regards the  development  of new  technology,  are worthy-of spe'cial atten-
tion both by the public.ser:vices and_by  ~der~'a.kings.  ·, 
. 5.2.  In the first place,  the  suc'i,ess  of a  ·forward-looking ·approach 
depe~ds  pri~arily,:wit~in plac~meni  services~ dri  the.expertise 
of the placement  official-and to the-experience he  can-acquire  through· 
his  con~acts with industryo  The  best-basis for  a  forward-looking policy  -
lies in the quality of the placement  services,  in-the  development  of  -
its outside contacts and in the efficient circulation of the forecasts 
in'full knowledge  of their dil'Jadvantages.  · In.the second place,  current Commission studies on telematics 
clearly show  the  limitations of  a:  quantitative analysis of effects  on· 
employmant  out,  at tho  s~mo  tim~,  domonst~ata the  possibilit~ of 
identifying a  certain number  of qualitative problems •. Considerable 
progress would already be  achieved if the training services,  for  example, 
could gradually incorporate the  implications  of these problems,  in 
particu:).ar  in terms  of the  content  of training and the-direction it 
should take.  The  idea of medium-term flexible programming of training 
merits  development  by placing the  emphasis  on qualitative changes 
rather than on-quantitative needs,  which  can be  only ·assessed  in  broad 
figures  and·  with  caution.  ·  Much  ~emains to be  done in all these 
areas  in the majority o:r  Member  countries  .. 
The  Community  should investigate the  advisabil;LtY' of provi-
ding operational assistance to facilitate progress  in these fields  .. 
53.  Finally it is in the interest of e.ach undertaking to set up 
forward-lookil').g  manpower  pla.pning., Thus·,  in· the past,  certain mass 
redundancies  could have  been avoided if such a  forward-looking approach 
had been adoptedo  -
In this matter,  undertakings must  have  at their disposal  infor-
mation and forecasts  on the  labour supply .in their area  ..  The  local 
public  employment-agency has,  therefore,  a  crucial role  in informing 
undertakings,  particularly small  arid  medium-sized firms  who  do  not 
ahvays  have  the necessary staff. In return,  it is important  that 
undertakings strive to.  specify their need for. workers,  taking into 
account  their growth plans and their policies for developing and 
adapting  j~bs  ..  This. information should be  sent to the regional  and 
natio~al offices.  The  public employment  agencies will naturally be 
of great help in.the collection and transmission· of this information  ..  · 
This question must  be  settled at local level,  or even regional 
or national  level  ..  Howeverthe Community  could provide  a  contribution 
to ·the  success  of this action in helping the .exchange'· of experience 
between Undertakings within the Communityo 
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IV. ·CONCLUSIONS 
'  6  ' 
54a  Reducing·the  number  of jobless and  re-establish~ng a  high level 
of 'employment·  main~y depend  on the revival· of non-inflationary- gro•-rth, 
the  success  of the necessary  s~ructural adaptations-and an  appropriate 
policy dn the  re-organ~zation -of  working time.  - ·.  · . ,  _  _ 
,I  /  . 
. In- this coruiection,  labmiz'  ~rket p~licy is anixftportant  aspect 
of the overall  strategy ·to be  evolved.' Although it cannot  increase 
,the volume  o~ employment,  a  good labour market'policy is nevertheless a.n 
essential means  of ensuring the reciprocal  adjustment  of  supply  a~d 
demand  and 'making structural  adaptat-~ons more  effective.  These tasks will 
be  even  mor~ important  in the light of the problems-raised by the  de~ 
· velopment  of new _technologi_es.,  ·  · 
55.  · Within·. the  limits of its scope  7  the- overall result of the · 
Community  labour market  poli·cy' so far is ·positive: 
· - Freedom of movement .for workers  in- recognized as a  fundamental  right 
of all_ Community workers;_ 
.:..  The  European Social Fund i·s  now  an operational  a:nd  flexible financial 
instrument available ·t-o  the Member  States,· whose  task~s to' sul;>mit / 
-worthwhile. p~ojeets and make  sure they a.re  pr.operly implemented; 
- The_  Community. is ~Qw bett_er 'prepared than before to' cop·e  wi  t'h the 
employment  problemS  of young people and women,  thanks to the Directives 
on  equal· treatment ·in the empl'oyment  of women  and Social FuDd ·  ass~stanc_e 
for young 'peoples'-recruitment ·premiums,  including those for  jobs ·  _ 
serving the public  in,terest  .. - ·  · 
56.  The  Commission feels that· the  measures  which  ti?-e  C~mnnmi  ty has' 
taken so far. should be  stepped up  in the future·. First and foremost,  the  -
financial potential ot;· the EUropean.Social Fund should be used as wisely 
as possible· and the  legal  instrumen:~s which :the Community ·has  set up 
in ·recent years should be  effect_ively -implemented  (partidlarly as 
. regards migrant workers,  young people and women). 
I  .  .,  .  I  ·- . 
If these measures are to succe.ed,- the eXisting structures will 
hay~  to-_b~ strengthenedo  The  number  and. quality of public placement, 
·guidance  and ·training services should be  increased,  as ·m:easures,·adopted 
at natio-nal. and. Community  level have  t'?  be channelled througlf 'theme_  '-
- FirlaUy,_-the  Commission also _feels  ~hat Community action  ~'a.ken 
·up  t<>  now  t::hould  be further developed in two  directions.  In the first  _ 
.-place,· a  close  watch~- should be kept  on  development~ in_recent forms  of· employment:  temporary work  (which  should be  properly supervised 
with'social protection for the  workers  involved)  a:nd  part-time 
work  (which  should be  developed while  avoiding discrimination).· 
Secondly;  there  shwld  ~@ II\  t:99rCH[Iet.iiid,  f9rward-Lgoking  aP-f3r9aGh 
to the roanagement  or the  ~abour market  both at  undert~ing level 
-and  ori  the part of the public employment  services. 
I 
57··  _  The  Commission suggests ~hat 
discussioris  should  be  centered· 
on three basic  questions~. 
~
al·  improvement  of  information on  the  labour market,  -
· b  strengthening public placement  and training  s~rvices, 
.  c  introd'llction of,  concert.ed and forward-looking labour market· 
·  ! management .. 
'  . Policies ·for Community  action with regard to temp·orary and 
part-time work will not  be  e:iamined until the  second half of 1980, 
in agreement  with the two. ·sides of industry  ..  The  consultations 
already underwq will be  over by the middle  of tlie·year  .. 
A.  IMPROVEMENT  OF  INFORMATION· ON  THE  LABOUR  MaRKET 
58.  The  main aim  of Community  action in this field .is to throw 
more  light  on  the policies.to be  implemented both at national and 
Community  level. 
·  .  Six priority areas -were  mentioned in §  31:  working time  and 
forms  of  employment  (temporary and part-time work  in particular), 
duration and features  of unemployment,  structure of employment  and 
unemployment,  transition from  school to working life,  vocational 
training of young people  out  of school  and  skill  requirements. 
· .  The  Commission feels t.hat  efforts should be  made  in three 
different but  complementary areas::  improyement  and harmonization 
of statistics under the aegis of the Statistical Office  of the Euro-
pean Communities;  stepping up qualitative and quantitative data compi-
. lation,  and maki.ng  comparative  studies under the .labour market  action 
and research programme;  coordination of research carried out  in the 
various member-countries  and publication at Community  level  of 
national studies of common  interest. 
The  Commission is pursuing the work it has already started. 
It points out,  how~ver, .that if there is to be an  improvement  in the 
present-situation as regards.inforniation on the labour.market,·ade-
quate resoUrces will have to be proVided. at both national and Community 
1evei.-.  ·  ·  · 
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B.  STRENGTHENING  OF  PUBLIC  PLACEMENT  AND. TRAINING ·sERVICES 
59~ ·  The parties consul  ted d-qring the preparation of this document. 
were  in .broad agreement with ·ita main lines, except  a:s  regards the· problem .. 
_of  the notification of vacancies,  on wh_ich  opini~ns dif£:ered.  · 
· Regarding 'the  implementation of the policies advocated in 
paragraph-III  C of  th_is  document.,  the  Commission suggests  setting up 
an action programme  to strengthen public employment  serv~ces and 
encourage_cooperation between them.  This programme  cou~d concern the 
training· of personnel,  the  int'roductio~ of data processing sys:t;ems, 
the  deyelopment-of adult .guidance  and cqunselling services and-the 
application of the  SEDOC  systeme  I:t would be  dravm_ up with the help 
of· se:pior  employment  officials. The  Commission also suggests  consi-de-
ring  whether an act  of: the-Council would be-desirable to give· the 
necessary political backing_ to the efforts of these services./ .. 
.  Furthermore,  the  Comm_ission  note·s that  informal cooperation 
between senior. employment  official!;!  and also_between directors of  . 
employment- exchanges has bee;n working successfully for three .years  o 
· It feels  ~hat these meetings should be ·institutionalized by setting · 
up.  i:t·Labour  Market  Committee to bring these officials together. 
This Committee,  for _which  there are precedents,  would enabie their 
·formal  opinion to be obtained on certain points where this proved, 
·necessary and would make  it easier to·.  Link  the labour market policy 
with other Community_polic.ieso  After  consulting the two. ~oups 
involved,  the_ Commission will make  proposals to the Council  along 
these lines. 
60.  As·  certain vocational training systems  have  fc:i.llen  alarmingly· 
behind, Communi tx  ·action should be  taken· to··: supplement the  Social. 
Fund existing intervention, it should take  the form  of measures"!;o 
help national  systems to meet  new  eoonomio  and social requirements., 
Hence  the Commission  intend~ to follow up  the recent Council Deci-
-E.Jion_s  with regard to vocational preparation and-linked wprk and/. 
training by adoptin¢ the  follow:i,ng pr_iori  ties·:  · 
- sp~cific S:tJ.pport  .meairures for certain Member_  cpuntries, ,  ..  _.  >--
:..  dev~lopment of. C~~i  ty- cooperation in certain sect·ors where  the 
· · need is felt,  ·  ·  .. ,  ' ·  . ·  ·  · .  · ·  _  · 
·..;.  promotion· of the inutual recogiutfon of  qualifi~ations, 
- ~ -·  ..  - .  .  ' 
concerted response  t_o  the. trainl,.ng problems  :.:raised' by  the. 
new  . technology. 
It will examine'·these priorities with the_Advisory Committee·_  on  Vocational T!aining. 
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C.  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  COORDINATED  AND  FORWARD-LOOKING  MANPbWER 
POLICIES 
6lo,:  'l'he:re  &X'~  fJtavoral  ~poet~ ~o the iiilj;;)LemenUtion- of  coordina.ted 
and  forward-looklng  manpower  pol1c1es.  .  It mu~t start at under-
taking level,  where  transparency must  be  improved  aDd  discussions 
held in  an appropriate form  on  decisions concerning personnel  manage...; 
meht  ~d  questions likely to have  a  marked effect  on  the ,level  and 
conditions of emplo;Yment.  It should be  developed  a~ regional  and 
national level, ·with ·the  two  sides of industry taking an active part 
in labour market  institutions  (placement  and training)  as these 
pla.Y  a  decis'ive role in keeping the employment  situati_on balanced 
at local level.  · 
62.  .  The  Commission  asks the two  sides of industry at European 
level to discuss between themselves,  and with the Commission,  which 
practical measures would help to ma.ke-_coordinated  manpower  poLicy_ 
·  more  effective. It suggests that they  snoul~ look.particularly_ 
at problems  connected ·with, manpower-planning  within  · 
under,takings  and ways  of rila.king  adjustments to the employment  si  tua-
\tion within specific areas. Comparative  studies and exchanges  of 
information should be undertaken as soon as possibleo  . _ 
X 
X  X 
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..... .APPRENTICESHIP  SYSTEMS  IN  THE  .COMMUNITY  AND  YOUTH  UNEMPLOYMENT 
' 
i 
·.  ..  Obligatory  Detail~?d  ,..  .Numbe'r  of··  %·of  unefllployed 
app rent i c  e'sh i p  ,offiCial.  ·  apprenti~e~ as  % of  who  ·a.re  Linder  25 
'  ,. 
for  en·t ry  to  curriculum  work1ng  pop~lation  (end  Sept.  1979>. 
specific  jobs  '  -·  "  '  . 
'  .- '/  ,. 
) 
. . 
'  \  '·  ..  ,  .  ., 
..  .  , 
" 
) 
in ·1976  :  0.9.%  BELGIQUE  /.  ~ELGIE ·  no  yes  42.7% 
'  .  . .  ·'  .. -·-
' 
1  n  197 6  :. 2. 2  %  · 
'  DANMARK,  yes  . ye·s  . 31.4 % ' 
.  '  - '  .- . 
'  '  ·.  - jn 1977  :  5.2  % 
(.' 
B.R.  DEUTSCHLAND- ·  yes  . yes  26.,  % 
..  '  '  -. 
FRANCE  ...  no  yes  in 1978  :  0.9 %  45.0.% 
/  .  ' 
IRELAND  ·  i n 1977 . :  -1 • 6  % · 
;  .  '  no  ..  no .  '  - .  l, 
I 
IT ALIA  no  no  in 1976  : ·:s-.6  .%  - - - ;•"  - -
.•  '.  .  '  . -
LUXEMBOURG  ._'  no  _·yes·  ..  - - 57.8 %  .- . 
.  '  .. 
·- in .1974  ·:  1.5 %  48.-i '%  NEDERLAND  .  no  ·'yes 
:,  .  .  '  .  .. 
UNITE!>  KINGDOM  .  ' 
:  no  in 1974  :  2~  1'.%  38.2 % **  no  , .  )  - .  .  .  .  .  '  .. 
figures  not  available 
. , 
Sdurces  ~  ~ational  a~d Eurostat  reports ·(Labour  Fotce  Surveys) 
· *  As-Denmark  and  Irelan~ did  not  take  part in the  1979  survey; the  figure  relates to 1975 
•  I  ' 
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. % of  tot  a r· ·labour  force 
' 
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